Specific cation adsorption on protein-covered particles and its influence on colloidal stability.
Protein coated particles present an anomalous colloidal stability at high ionic strength when the classical theory (DLVO) predicts aggregation. This observed deviation from DLVO behaviour appears for electrolyte concentrations above some critical bulk value. As we have suggested in previous publications the existence of an additional short-range repulsive 'hydration force' due to specific hydrated cation adsorption could explain this anomalous stability. The overlap of the hydration layers when two particles approach should provoke this repulsive force. New evidence of this mechanism has been observed when electrophoretic mobilities of protein-carrying latex particles were measured at various concentrations of sodium and calcium chloride. In the latter case a sign reversal of zeta-potential was found, probably due to the specific adsorption of Ca(2+) ions on protein molecules. The adsorption increases with the medium pH. These results have been analyzed following the treatment proposed by Ohshima and co-workers for large charged colloidal particles coated with a layer of protein. This study shows an increase in the positive fixed-charge density on the protein caused by the adsorption of cations.